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. To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, CHARLEs F. BARAGER, 

of Candor, in the county of Tioga and State of 
New York, have invented a new and useful Improvement, in Reversible or Right-and-Left 
Eland Plows; and I hereby declare that the 
following is a full, clear, and exact description 
of the same, reference being had to the accom panying drawings, making part of this speci 
fication, in which- - Figure 1 is a side elevation of my invention, 
shown in its reverse position by red lines. Fig. 
2 is a rear end elevation of the same, a portion 
of the standard being broken away to show 
more clearly the cog-gearing. Fig. 3 is a plan 
of the movable or swinging section of the mold 
board. Similar letters of reference indicate corre 
sponding parts in the several figures. 
My invention consists in the peculiar manner 

of arranging and shifting the movable or swing 
ing section of mold-board by and simultane 
ously with the turning of the beam to adapt 
the implement to use either as a right or left 
hand plow, as may be desired, said improve 
ments adding greatly to the strength of the 
plow, at the same time renderingitless liable to 
choke or clog by stubble or weeds getting be 
tween the movable and fixed sections of the 
mold -board, as will be hereinafter fully ex 
plained. . To enable others skilled in the art to fully 
understand and construct my invention, I will 
proceed to describe it. A represents the standard, which I construct 
of cast or malleable iron, with a vertical slot 
extending downwardly from the top, and two 
lugs, ab, extending outwardly on opposite sides 
of said slot, in a line parallel with the landside 
of the plow. A fat circular plate, B, having a hole in the 
center to allow the spindle C, on which the gear 
wheelcis secured and fitted to revolvein the slot 
in the standard, to turn freely therein, is attached 
on the top of the standard to the lugs a b by 
screws passing through from the upper side; 
or the said plate may be attached in any other 
suitable manner. This circular plate forms the 
seat for another plate, D, of corresponding size 
and shape, which is cast or otherwise affixed 
to the under side and back end of the beam El, and has two hook-shaped lugs, de, projecting 
downwardly from its periphery and catching 

over the bottom edge of the plate B, for the 
purpose of preventing the beam and standard 
from independent vertical movement. 
The standard on the landside is cast with an 

offset (shown in dotted lines in Figs. 1 and 2) 
extending from the bottom upward to receive 
a wrought-iron, steel, or chilled-iron facing 
flush with the outer face of the standard to pre 
vent the same from wearing away as rapidly 
as it would if it were simply cast-iron. 
The shares F and F and fixed sections of 

the mold-boards H H', which may be of the 
usual or of any other desired form, are attached 
respectively to flanges of corresponding con 
tour cast on the inner side and opposite edges 
of the standard by screws f. I is the movable section or swinging section 
of the mold-board, of concave form, secured in 
the middle by straps gg, or in any other suit 
able manner, to an oblique spindle, J, which is 
stepped midway between the fixed sections of 
the mold-board in the outer end of a bracket, 
h, projecting from the inner side of the stand 
ard and attached thereto by one or more screws, 
i. The upper end of the spindle rests in a cav 
ity in the bottom of the circular plate, and it 
has a pinion-wheel, c, keyed on it, which wheel, 
meshing into the gear-wheel K, is operated 
thereby, and made to shift the movable section 
of the mold-board accordingly as the beam is 
turned in one or the other direction to adapt 

itinplement to use as a right or left hand 
plow. The face of the movable section of mold 
board exactly corresponds with the fixed sec 
tions of either of the fixed mold-boards accord 
ingly as the beam is turned for a right or left 
hand plow. - The lower end of the oblique spindle J, on 
which the gear-wheel 0 is secured, is stepped 
into a cavity in the standard at the bottom of 
the slot, and at its upper end is formed into a 
square shank, (shown in dotted lines,) which protrudes through the circular plate B, forming 
the axis on which the beam turns, into a socket 
in the plate D, whereby it receives motion 
from the movement of the beam, and imparts 
it through the pinion 0 and spindle J to the 
movable sections of mold-boards I. 
L is a pintle, fitted in a hole passing verti 

cally through the plow-beam E, and attached 
at its upper end by a swiveljoint to the end of 
a lever, j, fulcrumed in a standard, k, which may 

  

  

  



be cast on the beam or secured thereto in any 
other suitable manner. The lower end of the 
pintle L, when the beam is in a line parallel 
with the landside of the plow, enters a hole 
by secures or locks the beam, so that it cannot 
move independently of the standard. There 
are two of these holes in the plate B, made in 
a line drawn through the center thereof, so 
that the beam can be locked in either of its two positions. 
A spring, n, resting against the under side 

of the long end of the lever j, keeps the spin 
dle pressed downward all the time, so that it 
is only necessary to turn the beam horizontally 
on its axis until it reaches its proper position 
to have the pintle adjust itself so as to lock 
the beam and standard together, " . . ; 
The handles M M of the plow are of the 

usual form, and are fastened on the sides of 
the beam behind the circular plate D by one or more screw-bolts. 
In most reversible or right-and-left-hand 

plows of this class, the swinging section of 
mold-board being simply a wing hinged at its 
inner edge to the standard, it is pressed in 
ward by reason of the great strain to which it is necessarily subjected in passing through the 
soil, forming a broken and uneven surface of 
mold-board, which gathers stubble, weeds, and 
dirt, and soon becomes so choked or clogged 
as to require cleaning, besides being very 
hard on the team. In my improved construc 
tion of plow these objections are in a great 
measure overcome. The oblique spindle J not 
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only serves to give the movable section of the 
mold-board a positive movement, but serves 
to brace it, making it stronger even than a 
solid and fixed mold-board in a common plow. of corresponding size in the plate B, and there 
Instead of the rear upper ends of the fixed 

mold-boards HH being separated and the bot to of the spindlej festigina cavity in a 
bracket, h, projecting from the standard A, 
they may be cast together in one piece with a 
boss or lug in the inside of the junction of the two points, and the spindle be stepped in a 
cavity in the boss. This construction would 
make a stronger plow, but it would be more 
difficult to make and repair, and besides a lit tle more expensive. 

I am aware that plows have been made in . 
which a section of a mold-board, or two sec tions together, are hinged at their inner edges 
to the side of the standard in connection with a pivoted beam to adapt it to use as either a 
right or left hand plow, and therefore make no claim to such; but, 

Patent, is 

ing section of mold-board I, spindle J, gear 

set forth. 
Witnesses: 

JAMES N. GRIDLEY, 
OCTAVIUS KNIGHT. 

Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters 
The combination of the movable or swing 

wheels Kc, and pivoted beam E, with the fixed 
sections of mold-board H. H., when arranged. to operate in the manner and for the purpose 

CHARLEs F. BARAGER. 

  

  


